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User Opinions

The easiest way to find, what is Photo Organizer Software - is to hear, what other users tell about it.

Here are some short reviews, sent to us by people, who already use Photo Organizer Software:"I had several hard drives
full of different photo cameras in the different years. I am photojournalist and travel around the world with my photo
cameras. In the past all photos were made on photographic films and are stored, being printed on the paper. Today I use
digital photo cameras with high resolution, such as Nikon TX Extra. I stored all my photos on my notebook and several
mobile hard drives. Finally, all photos mixed up and I even could not find photos from my last trip to Burma. I even did not
know, what to do. But my colleague advised me to use Photo Organizer Software. I installed it and it organized all
photos, that I had directly as I wanted (by camera model and date, when photo was made). I even did not supposed, that
such clever photo organizer softwares exist. Photo Organizer Software saved very many of my time - all my photos are
now in the ideal order. Photo Organizer Software - is a program, which really helps people to organize their photo
collection easily."
Greg List, photojournalist of newspaper "New York Times" "Hello! My name is Amanda Carole I really love taking
pictures of my family. My collection of photos is very large. At that time I did not used any program to organize photos, I
organized my photos manually. A year ago, I simply did not understood, why I should use photo organizer software and
I did not had any problems. But one day (this happened during the summer) we decided to celebrate adulthood my eldest
son, he was 21 years old. I wanted to make him a gift - to show pictures of his distant childhood. I wanted to show how
he made his first step in life, how he went to school at the first time. But at that time my computer had not photo organizer
software installed, I had to spend a lot of time to manually organize photos without Photo Organizer Software, find all
necessary photographs. All evening was finally mutilated. By advice of my friend, I installed on my computer Photo
Organizer Software, which currently organize all photos for me. Now, when I am making family photographs, I am
confident that with help of Photo Organizer Software all my photos will be organized very easily. I am very glad, that I found
such easy to use and comfortable photo organizer software as Photo Organizer Software."
Amanda Carole, householder from Columbia, LA
"In our office periodically is collected variety of documents scans in
electronic form - they are needed for statistics gathering. Every Friday i create consolidated report, based on information,
gathered from them. Day by day, month by month office documents scans (their photos), collected on our photo server,
their quantity increased and increased, and to work with them became harder and harder. One Friday I could not find one
document scan, needed for weekly report, and spent weekends in the office, sorting all document scans by author and
department, where they were created. Already was Monday, but report was still was not ready. Engineers from technical
department installed, to help me, a special program for images and document scans organizing. It sorted all document
scans in minutes, directly as I want - first part by date, second part by size, and third part by author. Needed documents
scans were found and from that time my work became much easier - Thanks a lot to Photo Organizer Software creators
team."
Michael Werner, office manager of "American Airlines" "I am working in archive department of large production company.
On our servers large amount of photos are stored in archived state. We receive them daily and we needed, before
appending to common storage, manually open every archive file, view it's content and rename it, according to photos
and document scans, located in it. All was OK, but after extending of company production level we became to get more
and more archived document scans and photos for processing. Finally, leaving on the work until late at night. To solve
this problem was installed Photo Organizer Software and now it do all itself. Very powerful program - how we could be
without it?"
Nikolas Flatley, director of archive department in "D&D" production company
"Our department store all non-private photo files, transmitted over satellite network. Every day we receive millions of new
photos. All this images must be somehow organized, so any of our clients could easily find among that photos what he
need. We tried all photo organizing tools, presented on market - and chosen Photo Organizer Software. Why? Extremely
flexible settings. We set up different processing rules for photos with diffenet content and properties. No one program
can do it today. "
Victor Acosta, chief engineer of Sony Corp. data processing centerThat's what users say about Photo Organizer
Software. We hope, that it will be useful for you too.

http://www.photoorganizersoftware.net
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